Workplace
Insights &
Solutions

We must learn
more about how
work is happening.
Many organizations are beginning to base both allocation
and design on the way work is being done – we call this
“activity-based” planning. The implication of this shift is that
in order to properly interpret their requirements, we must
learn more about how work is happening, such as what
spatial and furniture characteristics and what resources are
needed to effectively support those activities.

Activity-Based Planning and
the Changing Office

Traditional
Floorplan

TRADITIONAL FLOORPL AN

This floorplan represents
the way workspaces have
been designed for the last
several decades.

Perimeter is lined with large private
offices based on seniority of workers, with
workstations in the interior.

80% of this floorplan consists
of spaces for individual work
– whether that’s in an open
cubicle or private office.

Solo spaces are often large
and a symbol of the status
someone has gained inside
the organization.

Less-Heirarchical
Floorplan

LESS - HIERARCHICAL FLOORPL AN

This floorplan represents
a newer approach – fewer
and smaller private offices.

Panel heights are
shrinking, allowing
access to more natural
light.

The café is now a
destination and used
throughout the day for
socialization and alternative
workspaces.

ACTIVITY - BASED FLOORPL AN

This floorplan represents the future of the
workplace – an inter-connected series of spaces
and neighborhoods that allows user choice based
on the activities that need to be completed.

This floorplan contains fewer and smaller
private offices, lower panel heighte, and more
spaces to support social activities.

Activity-Based
Floorplan
The qualities of these spaces are
changing from single-purpose
to multi-purpose and are highly
reconfigurable.

This floorplan offers many types of spaces
that support a wide variety of work activities,
including both individual and team work.

The Workplace

Individual
Workstations
As walls disappear, space between becomes more precious
and open floorplan becomes the company standard, we
offer an unlimited selection of systems, seating, and storage
to fit all the ways people need to work in open workstations.
Whether you're trying to make the most of your existing
footprint or designing work areas to fit the different ways
your teams work, we have the solution.

Essentials™, Lyric™, Normann Copenhagen Block Cart, and Stride®

WELLNESS

Panel heights are
coming down.
As the workplace becomes more dynamic
and engaging, the demand for adjustable
worksurfaces has increased. Standing and seated
height options, combined with lower panel
heights, offer workers more access to natural
light, movement, and collaboration.

Credentials

Terrace®

Further™ and Lyric™

Silea EH

Acuity® and Further™

Private
Offices
Work has changed: most workers spend less and less time at
their desks, and more time collaborating with colleagues. As the
workplace now needs to include spaces for those group activities,
the trade-offs is that workstations and offices are generally getting
smaller. So space becomes more precious and has to to more for
its occupants – like support good ergonomics.
We offer a broad selection of space division, surface, storage, and
seating components in a broad range or price points to fit all the
ways people need to work. Whether you're trying to update your
existing office or designing new workstations to fit the different
ways your workers work, we have the solution.

SileaEH

Because meeting spaces are often scarce,
offices can be designed to double as meeting
spaces by leaving space around the primary
worksurface to gather.

Avoca™ and SileaEH

#19®, Approach™, Beyond®, Clarity®, and Transfer™

SPACE COMPRESSION

Modern offices are getting smaller.
Space is being increasingly allocated to
shared zones, while digital files reduce
the need for large-scale storage.

Beyond®, Lyric™, Merge®, and Normann Copenhagen Block Cart

Avoca™, Credentials, Metta™, and Saranac™
Approach™ and Clarity®

SileaEH and Tia

Collaboration
Spaces
In addition to more traditional conference room areas,
more workplaces are including multi-purpose spaces
designed to accommodate a variety of uses and people.
These include areas designed for group brainstorming
or meetings, team-owned projects rooms, or impromptu
huddle spaces sprinkled throughout the floorplan.
We offer inspiring solutions that make collaboration more
comfortable, with spaces and products that are designed
to fit the type of work being done and the interactions
that are happening.

Normann Copenhagen presented by Allsteel and Rise™

Because work has become much more
interdependent and collaborative, many new settings
have been added to support a variety of work
preferences, including both
group and focused work.

Calm™

Further™ Hub and Reflect®

ATTRACTION & RETENTION

As workforce demographics shift,
organizations are challenged to provide
interactive and engaging environments that
people want to use.

Briefing® and Convo™

Approach™, Beyond®, and Normann Copenhagen Rocker and Tablo Table
Belong® and Retreat™

Conference
& Training
When organizations move to fewer private offices and
more open workspaces, conference rooms take on added
importance in the workplace. They need to be designed
to serve a multitude of purposes, from formal client
presentations or board meetings to casual brainstorming
and team meetings. Similarly, training rooms must be
flexible enough to accommodate a range of users and
educational methods.
Allsteel provides a purposeful range of conference room
and training solutions, including flexible seating and
tables, power and data support, marker boards, and more.

Align™, Aware®, Lyric™ and Rise™

FLEXIBLE ENVIRONMENT

These “common” spaces have
two different strategies.
Conference rooms are often designed for more
structured meetings with teams and clients, so they
may be somewhat fixed in their design and use.
By contrast, training spaces are usually highly and
easily reconfigurable, to accommodate a range of
layouts and uses. Here, flexible power distribution
becomes a primary focus.

Aware® , Lyric™, Rise™, and Transfer™

Briefing® and Metta™

Clarity®, Community™, and Beyond®

Aware® and Seek®

Briefing® Conferencing and Genesee™ Executive

Cafe &
Dining
A space that's the hub of activity has to do a lot of
things. Furniture plays an important and integral role,
allowing people to come together to share ideas and
be productive in many different ways, whether it's at
a traditional table with chairs, within a more enclosed
micro-environment, or more casually in lounge seating
that enables multiple user postures.
Allsteel products offer effective solutions for all the way
workers might share a meal and ideas.

Normann Copenhagen Form Chair, Mind-Share® and Vicinity™

Café spaces are becoming
destination spaces that double
as casual meeting spaces.

Saranac™ and Trillia™

Aware® and Vicinity™

TECHNOLOGY

To make these spaces more inviting and
functional, a range of seating postures should
be provided, along with relevant technology
and easy power access.

Harvest™ and Vicinity™

Harvest™, Merge®, Normann Copenhagen Form Chair, Scooch®, and Vicinity™
Letchworth and Tia™

Letchworth and Tia™
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